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                                                                                                                                        Abstract 

 

This design research explores the question “How can local parks offer neighboring 

communities an alternative sustainable power grid which collects energy from; wind and solar 

while still preserving recreational public space for present and future generations?”. It is a 

challenge that begs to be resolved in this crucial time of climate change. Current infrastructures 

may not be equipped to deal with the problems people will face in the future. Harnessing the 

power of prevailing elements that are free and available for the taking such as the wind produced 

by hurricanes or solar rays that are produced from our star every day and the water that is 

accumulated in flooding events from heavy rainfall are approaches which are explored in this 

research. Using ecosystems and current technologies as inspiration for the “smart Park” design 

may be the best way to adapt to the new changes that climate change may bring. 

The design research concept  “Bringing Parks Into The Modern Age” focuses on Long 

Island, in particular, West Sayville Golf Course which is currently being affected by climate 

change. According to Anastasia Loukasia Loukaitou Sideris, a professor of urban planning and 

associate dean at UCLA Luskin, a “Smart Park uses technology to achieve equitable access, 

enhanced health, safety, resilience, water and energy efficiency, and effective operations and 

maintenance,” (Anastasia Loukasia Loukaitou Sideris 2017). Meaning that West Sayville Golf 

Course can serve as a recreational space for both people and nature while simultaneously 

harvesting sustainable resources such as wind, solar, and many other current resources. In 

essence, the “Smart Park” may serve as a solution to the problems of the community’s current 

unsustainable infrastructure. This research serves as a blueprint for other communities to 

implement in their neighboring parks sustainable future for present and future generations. 
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                                                                                                                            Keywords 

Cistern: A tank for storing water, especially one supplying taps or as part of a 
flushing toilet. 

Compost: Decayed organic material used as a plant fertilizer. 

 
Ecosystem engineer: 

 

An ecosystem engineer is any organism that creates, significantly 
modifies, maintains or destroys a habitat. These organisms can have 
a large impact on the species richness and landscape-level 
heterogeneity of an area. 

Fossil Fuels: Coal or gas, formed in the geological past from the remains of living 
organisms. 

Hurricane: A storm with a violent wind, in particular a tropical cyclone in the 
Atlantic Ocean. 

Infrastructure: Buildings, roads, parks, power supplies. 

Kilowatts: A measure of 1,000 watts of electrical power. 

Landscape Design: Soft scaping or hardscaping a landscape for aesthetic or practical 
reasons. 

Photosynthesis: The process by which green plants and some other organisms use 
sunlight to synthesize foods and oxygen from carbon dioxide and 
water. 

Solar  Panels: A panel designed to absorb the sun's rays as a source of energy for 
generating electricity or heating. 

Solar Rays: Energy radiated from the sun in the form of electromagnetic waves, 
including visible and ultraviolet light and infrared radiation. 

Superstorm: A powerful and destructive storm that affects an unusually large 
area. 

Sustainability: Meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of 
future generations to meet their own needs 

Topography: The arrangement of the natural and artificial physical features of an 
area. 

Unsustainable: Upsetting the ecological balance by depleting natural resources / 
inability to be a public good for nature and people 

Yottawatt: One million billion billion watts 
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                                                                                                                        Problem Statement 

 
 

HOW CAN LOCAL PARKS OFFER NEIGHBORING 
COMMUNITIES AN ALTERNATIVE SUSTAINABLE 

POWER GRID THAT COLLECTS ENERGY 
RESOURCES SUCH AS SOLAR AND WIND WHILE 

STILL PRESERVING RECREATIONAL PUBLIC SPACE 
FOR PRESENT AND FUTURE GENERATIONS? 

 

 

 
Image 1: North East side of West Sayville Golf Course, K. Linares 2019 
 
Image (1) is depicting the forest area of the park 
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                                                                                                                            Project Typology 

 
Image 2a: View of the southside of the Sayville Golf Course. Source: Google Maps (2019) 

 
Image (2a) illustrates satellite image of the site 
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Chapter 1                                                                                                       Statement of Intent 
                                                                                                                                     The Claim 

Image (2b) collected from wsi.com depicting  weather image of hurricane Sandy  

According to NASA (https://climate.nasa.gov/effects/- Intergovernmental Panel on 

Climate Change 2019), “hurricanes and tropical storms are becoming more frequent and 

powerful” (NASA 2017). Hurricane Dorian for example, formed in the late summer of 2019 and 

it was recorded to be the “most powerful hurricane in the Atlantic Ocean”-‘Dorian is now 

among the most powerful hurricanes on record’. It accrued a disturbing “$7 billion in damages” 

(Jorge Fitz-Gibbon 2019).  It was a category 5 hurricane with a “225-mph wind gusts” stated in 

“Hurricane Dorian Causes $7b [billion] in property damage to the Bahamas”. Many citizens of 

the Bahamas lost power for weeks due to the destruction of the hurricane left behind.  
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Superstorm Sandy was another devastating storm that affected the East Coast on October 

29, 2012 “Superstorm Sandy: Facts About the Frankenstorm” by (Tim Sharp 2012), in 

particular, Long Island. People lost power for weeks which caused other problems such as food 

spoiling due to refrigerators not being powered on, and crime increase explained in “A tale of 

three cities: Crime and displacement after Hurricane Katrina” by (Sean P. Varano 2009) which 

explains that areas with power “had less crime compared to areas with power outages that 

lasted for days.''  

The information gathered from these articles support the claim that when the community 

has no power, problems such as; flooding caused by water pumps not working, crime increase 

due to lights and security cameras not recording due to loss of power, food spoilage and waste 

caused by refrigerators not having power and people may even go to emergency rooms or die by 

extreme cold or hot weather events due to air conditioning or heaters not having any power. 

This research proposes a need to find an alternative solution to our current power grid 

system without disturbing the resources of future generations. Parks serving as power grids may 

be one of many solutions to combat complications caused by climate change. By confronting the 

problems affecting individual communities that may be affected by power outages caused by a 

tropical storm, may not be “how can” but a “when can” we find sustainable solutions to these 

inevitable problems caused by climate change. These natural disasters prove that our current 

power grid system powering multiple cities needs to be updated.  
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                                                                                                                      Project Justification  

Being born and raised in Honduras, I have witnessed first hand the incredible power of 

hurricanes. The wind force is so powerful, it rains fish. The phenomenon is called “Lluvia de 

Peces” meaning “Rain of Fish”. It occurs at least once or twice a year in the small town of Yoro, 

Honduras. During my upbringing, whenever a storm hit the town, power outages were a common 

occurrence. Because of these events, I have known the importance of having reliable energy 

early on. Doing homework by the light of candles was a common practice among my classmates 

when growing up in Las Brisas, Honduras. My family would stay close and pray that the roof 

does not get blown off  by the hurricane force winds. Years later, after living in New York, I 

have also witnessed the devastation of SuperStorm Sandy which left my family and I without 

electricity for weeks during the cold months of Long Island’s fall season. Fortunately we had a 

fireplace which kept us warm during the cold nights. Many homes in the neighborhood were in 

pitch darkness and Long Island residences like myself would wait in long lines to fill up our cars 

at the gas stations. 

I have also sent aid to the people of Puerto Rico that were devastated by Hurricane Maria. 

My friends and their family lost their cars, furniture, and spend thousands of dollars on repairs 

from flood damage caused by Hurricane Maria. They had no power for weeks and had no service 

to contact their friends and family. I have witnessed towns and cities get crippled for months by 

these natural disasters. I see how fragile our energy infrastructure is yet we do not change or 

improve it, but rather we fix it until it gets destroyed by another storm. The current energy grids 

are unsustainable, dangerous, and expensive. 
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Attending Farmingdale State College, I had the opportunity and the privilege to visit sites 

like Sisters Of Saint joseph with Profesor Stevie Famulari and Professor Rusty Schmidt to show 

how 3,192 solar panels are able to supply  “63% of the energy for their Brentwood campus” 

(Brentwoodcsj.org 2019). Alongside the solar panels,there are wild flowers to support the native 

ecosystem. With Dr. Eric Morgan, I visited places such as, Shu Swamp, which show how plants 

can be used as ecosystem engineers such as the Tussock sedge grass which is able to redirect 

water during flooding events. The Hempstead Plains and Queens Botanical Garden were great 

examples of how green roofs and solar panels can be sustainable and attainable options which I 

attended with Professor Michael Veracka and Professor Sussan Lacarte.  

My interest in horticulture, design and technology has led me to implement sustainable 

practices that benefit native ecosystems, people, and the economy for present and future 

generations to come. Implementing plants, existing technologies and sustainable design into a 

park is a decision that will benefit all parties involved and help adapt to the changes that climate 

change may bring.  

A quote from the Former Mayor Michael R. Bloomberg stated  “every New Yorker 

should live within a 10-minute walk of a park” is the statement that sproughted this design 

research paper. The idea of a “Smart Park” that acts as a powergrid for its neighboring 

community within a 10 minute radius can preserve recreational ecosystems and serves as an 

example for other parks is my project justification. 
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Chapter 2                                                                                                         ___  The Proposal 
Narrative of Design Research 

 
Sustainability has many definitions and practices. The World Commission on 

environment and development (WCED) stated it best “sustainable development is a development 

that meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to 

meet their own needs”(WCED 2087). This means that the design research of West Sayville Golf 

Course must not only meet the needs of the present generation but it must also allow future 

generations to meet their needs as well. Designers must take into account not only present 

situations but also reasonably foresee future implications that may arise and be able to follow the 

road of a bright and sustainable future. 

In order for the “Smart Park” to be an example of a realistic alternative solution to the 

conventional power grids, it must be a feasible realistic option for the neighboring communities 

to implement. The infrastructure of the “Smart Park” power grid must be able to withstand 

hurricane force winds and supply energy for its surrounding community. Acting as a miniature 

power grid, solar panels and wind turbines would collect energy during sunny and windy days to 

create sustainable alternatives for communities to be able to unplug from unsustainable power 

grids we currently rely on. 

Using current technologies that are affordable and tangible with the intent of applying 

them in the West Sayville Golf Course. Utilizing batteries and synchronizing it with energy 

harvesting technologies such as wind turbines and solar panels to collect power for the 

community surrounding it, can initiate a design that would reduce the dependency of 
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unsustainable power grids and ensure that the community surrounding local parks will have 

power even after hurricane and flooding events. 

 According to the article “How much energy in a hurricane,”(Collins 2017) it states that 

the energy produced by a single hurricane “is equivalent to about half of the total electrical 

generating capacity on the planet” making wind a destructive yet untapped resource. In the 

article “The ‘wind tree’ could heat your home” talks about a “wind tree that has 36 

micro-turbines that rotate with the aid of the wind”. The sculpture/ wind tree can “generate up 

to 3.1w of energy” making wind harvesting another realistic option to implement in a park. If 

society were to implement the “Smart Park” powergrid, communities would be less affected by 

outages caused by hurricanes and would reduce the carbon footprint. 
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 User/Client Description  

The Actors The Action Site Acted Upon How will it impact? 

Local Government Must ensure that 
people have access to 
a park that is no more 
than a 10 minutes 
walking distance.  

The West Sayville 
Park 

It is the responsibility of 
the local government to 
ensure that the people 
have access to green 
space and power. 

Small Business Must connect to the 
“Smart Park” and 
must install solar 
panels or wind 
turbines to generate 
power for the power 
grid. 

The West Sayville 
Park 

Business owners must 
comply with new zoning 
and building codes to 
ensure the safety and 
sustainability of their 
commercial property. 
 

Designers/ Developer Educate and inform 
the public and clients 
about the importance 
of sustainability and 
preservation of 
recreational green 
space.  

The West Sayville 
Park 

Designers must comply 
with new zoning and 
building code 
requirements so that 
when their design is 
built, it can withstand 
hurricane winds, be 
sustainable and 
energy-efficient 

Private Resident The private residents 
will purchase energy 
collected by the 
“Smart Park” power 
grid and can also 
generate energy back 
to the power grid.  

The West Sayville 
Park 

Private residents will pay 
a lower price for their 
energy needs using the 
power of the sun, wind, 
and any other sustainable 
energy that is available. 

General Public The general public 
can interact and visit 
the park. The park 
serve an educational 
place. 

The West Sayville 
Park 

The general public can 
view the site as a great 
example of sustainability 
and implement the ideas 
to their town or home.  
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Intro________________________________________________Major Project Elements 

 

The West Sayville Golf Course located at 200 Montauk Hwy, West Sayville, NY 11796, 

is a location for the design research proposal. Features included in the design of the “Smart Park” 

are used to achieve the goals of the capstone project and be a model for future parks to 

implement. The major project elements include all of the following: restrooms, buildings, cistern, 

golfing Range, interactive activities, lighting, parking lot, plant community, power grid, 

sculptures, seating, shade structures, trails, and water features.  

The Chart below shows the major focus and concepts that are designed into the “Smart 

Park” 

SUSTAINABILITY: The site must be able to run without the use of outside resources 
such as power grids. 

SOCIAL 
ADVOCACY: 

 Informing the public about existing solutions to unsustainable 
resources and hurricane-related problems. 

SELF-EXPRESSION: Creating a design that can relate to the art, history, and future of the 
site. 

WELL-BEING: Native plant and ecosystem of the surrounding environment must 
be taken into account for the design of the space. 

INNOVATION: Involving new methods of improving on existing ones. 

PROSPERITY: Excess energy is to be shared with the community. 

PERSONAL 
FULFILLMENT: 

Individuals striving for a sustainable future for future generations is 
a priority and a goal. 

LIFESTYLE: The site should be an example of the standard of sustainability.  
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RESTROOMS                                                                                          Major Project Elements 

 

                        (3)                                                                              (4)  

(3) Photo of a compost toilet at the Queens Botanical Garden K. Linares 2019 

(4) Drawing (https://www.clivusmultrum.com/index.php) to show how a 
-----composting toilet works.  

Restrooms are available for people of the park. However, conventional toilets use many 

gallons of water. According to the article “How Many Gallons of Water Does It Take to Flush a 

Toilet?” (SFGATE 2019), a common toilet uses about “3.5 Gallons of water per flush”. In order 

for the park to be considered sustainable, compost toilets are an effective alternative to reduce 

pollution and reduce the amount of water waste. Not only do composting toilets save water usage 

but the waste is converted into compost to enrich the park’s soil quality. Quoted best by a 

Professor of FSC and executive director of the Queens Botanical Garden for 25 years, Susan 

Lacerte said “I want a composting toilet in this building.” meaning a compost toilet to be 

installed in the Queens Botanical Garden main building“So, the first fully permitted composting 

toilet in New York City is right here.” showing that leadership and preservice will bring change.   
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BUILDINGS______________________________________________Major Project Elements 

 

 

Image (5) From “The green choice of France: plants or solar panels for all new buildings’ 
rooftops” by Nikola Tosic, 23 March 2017 

All newly installed buildings in the park will use the roof as a space for biodiversity and 

have solar panels installed to collect solar energy as shown in image (5) 

Image (6): From (http://www.valleygolfcenteraz.com/driving-range/) 2019  to show a Golfing 
range. 

The West Sayville Golf Course includes a building similar to the one shown in image (6), 

that houses the newly designed golfing range. While visiting the site, people stated that they use 

the site during the summer months and requested the old golf range to be updated.  
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CISTERN________________________________________________Major Project Elements 

Image (7) : From the article “When Bangkok floods (and it floods a lot), this park does 
something amazing” (Jul 20, 2018 / Patrick D'Arcy) 

Image (8): From the article “When Bangkok floods (and it floods a lot), this park does something 
amazing” (Jul 20, 2018 / Patrick D'Arcy) 

Because the West Sayville site 

is in a flood zone, installing 

cisterns similar to the image 

above is crucial to help the 

park avoid flooding issues due 

to heavy rainfall. The article 

“When Bangkok floods (and it 

floods a lot), this park does 

something amazing” by (Patric D 2018) demonstrates that gravity is a great way to collect water. 

The design was so successful, it is being implemented in other parks around the city of Bangkok. 

The design shown above shows a similar representation of the slope that the park has to deal 

with flooding issues and be able to collect rainwater for gray water use. 
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GOLFING RANGE_________________________________________Major Project Elements 

Image (9)From (https://topgolf.com/us/gallery?venue=orlando) Showing a modern golf range 
with LED Lights. 

The image (9) above shows a golfing range on “Top Golf” located in Orlando, Florida. 

The West Sayville Golf Course’s current golf range currently serves as a source of income 

during the spring and summer seasons for the park. Implementing a modern design similar to 

“TopGolf” can attract the local community to visit and serve as a tourist attraction for people to 

visit the park. During the 

night, the park would 

display a performance of 

LED colored lights for 

people to enjoy while 

they walk around the 

park. 

Image (10) From (https://www.ngf.org/golf-industry-research/)  

Image (10) shows that there are an estimated 107 million people who played or watched 

golf according to the National Golf Foundation (NGF). The golfing range of the park is a great 
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way to reach more people to visit the park and admire the design concept of a “Smart Park”. 

INTERACTIVE SPACES                                                                         Major Project Elements 

 

 

(A)                             (11)                                                                             (12) 

Image(11)From(http://www.vancouversun.com/Playgrounds+adults+trend+helps+couch+potatoe
s+into+swing/6930381/story.html) shows an elderly person exercising.  

Image (12) From (https://www.kompan.us/10-advantages-of-an-outdoor-stationary-bike)  

Image (11) above is from an article named “Playground For Adults: new trend helps 

couch potatoes get into the swing”(Misty Harris 2012) that talks about the senior class actively 

engaging in these outdoor gyms. A quote from the article stated “You’ve got the walking benefit 

of getting there, you’ve got the on-site benefit, and you’ve got the hidden benefit that, for two 

hours, you’re not eating junk food and sucking on a Molson.” implying that installing an outdoor 

gym on the park would bring people to visit the park for their well being. Implementing 

interactive spaces through the park creates a stronger case for the park to be considered a “public 

good” for many residences that live close by.  

The outdoor gym installed in the park also serve as kinetic energy for people to charge 

their devices while cycling on a treadmill like devices made by “Konpan” shown in image (12). 

The kinetic harvesting gym installed in the park serves as an example of non conventional 
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sustainable resources that blends perfectly with the “Smart Park” concept.  

LIGHTING________________________________________________Major Project Elements 

Image (13) From (http://dancorson.com/rays-2) shows smart projector lighting in Rivers Edge 
Park, Council Bluffs Iowa 

Image (13) above demonstrates the importance of lighting in a park. The projectors 

display images and patterns on the turf of the Rivers Edge Park in Council Bluffs, Iowa. These 

projectors illuminate the park at night and create a playful environment throughout the seasons 

for tourist and the community to enjoy when 

visiting the park. 

Image (14) From the article “$3 Million 

Investment in Urban Park Breathes Life into 

Dying Downtown.” By (Land8: Landscape 

Architects Network on October 30, 2014) 

Image (14) shows Cleveland’s Perk Park, also known as the “green urban park”. Sitting 

right in the center of a central business district, this green “urban park” was “part of a renewal 

scheme developed by the architect I.M. Pei.” and was designed to be a “quality public spaces” to 

“play a very important role in achieving a thriving downtown”. The lighting of the park similar 
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to image (13) and (14) demonstrates how important it is to the “Smart Park” concept. 

PARKING LOT____________________________________________Major Project Elements 

Image (15) from:(https:// www.fastcompany.com /90202222/heres-how -much-space-u-s-cities 
-waste-on-parking) by Adele Peters 2019 

The article “Here’s how much space U.S. cities waste on parking” state that “40% of the 

land area is currently used for parking.”  meaning that current parking spaces are unsustainable. 

Image (16)From: (https://www.news.ucsb.edu/2015/016236/win-win) ‘A Win-Win’ UCSB 
partners to bring new solar installations to campus, saving money and emissions by Shelly 
Leachman 2015 

Image (16) is an example of how the parking lot in the park can serve as a vital space for 

solar panels to harvest solar energy. The solar panels installed in parks provide shade for cars 

and prevent snow from accumulating in the lot during the winter months. As stated in the article, 
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“the solar panels would in time pay for itself and lower carbon emissions.” 

Landscape Planting  ______________________________________Major Project Elements 

It is important for the park to contain native plants that benefit the biodiversity of the 

area. An article named (Avoid Invasive Species) by (Landscape For Life 2019) 

(https://landscapeforlife.org/plants/avoid-invasive-species/) states that choosing non-native, and 

invasive plants would “displace native vegetation when the natural conditions or checks and 

balances that exist in their native environment are not a part of the new ecosystem”. Meaning 

that plants chosen to be installed in the park are native and provide provide a public good for the 

ecological community. 

 

(17)                       (17)                                                                    (18) 

(17) Image From: (https://guides.nynhp.org/sedge-meadow/)2019 

(18) Image From: (https://www.flickr.com/photos/tabtannery/29656124064)2019 

Image (17) shows a field of Tussock sedge, which is native to Long Island and is known 

as an ecosystem engineer. The Tussock sedge is able to hold the soil with its fibrous roots and 

direct water flow. This grass is “known to create and destroy many ecosystems” stated by Eric 

Morgan a biology professor at Farmingdale State College. Image (18) is a picture of a Pinus 

strobus which is also native to Long Island as is known by Dr. Jonothan Lehrer, a professor at 

Farmingdale State Collegeto be salt tolerant. Both these plants are some of plant material that are 
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planted in the site. 

POWER GRID                                                                                         Major Project Elements 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Image (19) From: (https://www.tesla.com/powerpack) Shows the customizable Tesla Grid. 

Tesla batteries are placed throughout the park to store the energy collected from solar 

panels, and wind turbines. The batteries play a vital role if a hurricane hits the park’s neighboring 

community. The batteries can power the park and all residents living in a 0.5 mile radius of the 

park for 2 weeks. The 0.5 miles is equivalent to a 10 minute walk according to google maps. 

Tesla’s power grid is the heart of the “Smart Park” design Concept. The batteries power the 
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pumps to prevent flooding and provide energy and light to avoid food spoiling and crime spikes. 

SCULPTURES____________________________________________Major Project Elements 

 

Image (20) From: (http://newworldwind.com/en/wind-tree/) 2019 . 

Invented by Jerôme Michaud-Larivière and sold by  “New World Wind”, the company's 

website states that “The Aeroleaf has a very low starting threshold of 2,5 m/s (wind speed) of 

wind. This allows the Aeroleaves to generate electricity for ±300 days/year. It is a technology 

that capitalizes on Watts to generate kilowatts” Meaning that the leaf like turbines do not require 

strong wind currents to generate electricity like the large windmills. The leaf like turbines are 
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placed throughout the park generating energy. 

 

SEATING________________________________________________Major Project Elements 

  

                         (21)                                                                            (22) 

Image(21)From:https://www.dailytelegraph.com.au/newslocal/macarthur/campbelltown-could-h

ave-solarpowered-park-benches-that-charge-your-phone-and-offer-wifi-access/news-story/be049

cbfddbfe210a3a881499a0d3761 

Image(22)From:https://laughingsquid.com/soft-rocker-a-solar-powered-lounge-chair-charging-st

ation/ 

The park has seating that acts as resting areas, solar energy sources, wi-fi emitters, and 

lighting during the night. As shown in both images (21) and (22), the seating  areas are modern 

and serve multiple purposes to the park’s design. Close to the seating areas are advertisements of 

local businesses and informative signage to serve as income for the park and educate the public 
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https://laughingsquid.com/soft-rocker-a-solar-powered-lounge-chair-charging-station/
https://laughingsquid.com/soft-rocker-a-solar-powered-lounge-chair-charging-station/


 

of the ecosystems, native plants, history, and sustainability of the park. The seating areas include 

lounge chairs, benches, and picnic tables for the public to indulge. 

SHADE STRUCTURES_____________________________________Major Project Elements 

 

Image(23)From:https://www.greenbiz.com/news/2009/11/19/au-optronics-helps-create-frisbee-s
haped-solar-roof-taipei-playground 

Shown above is a playground shaded by solar panels to collect energy from the sun and 

provide shade for people. The outdoor gym, picnic area and Tesla's batteries are shaded by the 
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shade structure similar to the Image (23). The shade structure in the park provides shelter from 

rain and light up the park during the night.  

TRAILS__________________________________________________Major Project Elements 

  

(A)                        (24)                                                                              (25) 

Image(24)From:https://pavegen.com/ 

Image(25)From:https://www.smithsonianmag.com/innovation/concrete-can-absorb-flood-18095
6830/ 

Shown in image (24), present an energy generating pavement sold by the company 

(Pavegen) which states that  “As pedestrians walk across the Pavegen system, the weight from 

their footsteps compresses electromagnetic generators below, producing 2 to 4 watt seconds of 

off-grid electrical energy per step” Meaning that kinetic energy can be generated from walking 

across the pavers. The park contains these “Pavegen” systems in the golf range building and the 

outdoor gym where there is more foot traffic.  

Image (25) shows the permeable concrete pavers that are installed in the parking lot and 
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the park’s trails to deal with flooding issues. Being permeable, the water can easily flow through 

the concrete pavers and prevent water from accumulating on the surface.  

WATER FEATURES________________________________________Major Project 

Elements 

Image(26)From(https://www.indiamart.com/proddetail/water-curtain-fountains-3856608248.htm
l) 

 

Image(27)From:(https://www.tusseylandscaping.com/pondless-waterfalls-and-streams-state-coll

ege-pa.html) 

The park contains streams, pondless waterfalls and rain curtain fountains throughout the 

design. Image (26) shows a rain curtain fountains similar to the one in the park’s design. The 

water used by these water features are collected from rain events to address with the flooding 
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issues that the park may face. Image (27) shows a pondless waterfall in a rock garden design 

similar to the one implement in the park. Water as shown in both images, amplify the beauty of 

nature and the importance of preserving our resources. Native birds, people and insects benefit 

from these water features and create a stronger native ecosystem. 

Chapter 3                                                                                                             Site Information 
     Site Analysis, Quantitative 

 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
(A)                (28)                                                                                       (29) 

 
Image(28) Taken from Google Maps 
 
Image(29) From Rusty SChidt  to show FEMA flood zone area 

 
Located in West sayville Golf 
Course, image (28) and (29) 
show that the site is next to a 
flood zone chart gathered by 
FEMA.  
 

Image (30) shows that the 
golf course has 18 holes and a 
golfing range 
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Image(30)From:http://www.longislandgolfnews.com/Course%20descriptions/westsayville.htm 

 
Image (31) shows the golfing range K. linares 2019 / Google Maps 2019 
 
 

 
Image (32) Shows the 9th hole. K. Linares/ Google Maps 2019 
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Image (33) shows a path of the site with the left side being the golfing range and the right side 
being a Navy Seal Museum K. Linares 2019 

 
Image (34) shows the golfing range K. Linares 2019 

 

The slope of the property contains an average slope of 3% with the lowest elevation 

being -4’ and the highest elevation being 18’ above sea level. West Sayville Golf Course 

currently has flooding issues with a few puddles of water witnessed after a mild rainy day. The 

property contains few trees by the border of the marshland. It is currently sitting in a flood-prone 
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area stated by FEMA.  

 

 

Site Analysis, Qualitative 
 
 

 
 
Image (35) and (36) PowerPoint slides by Chelsea Barrios Sourced by: 
NY Department of Environmental Conservation 
www.dec.ny.gov 
Sanitary Code Article 6 
www.suffolkcountyny.gov 
Town of Islip Ecodes 
www.ecodes360.com 
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United States Department of Agriculture 
www.usda.gov 
 

 
Image (37) produced by Kestner Linares to illustrate a section of the West Sayville Golf 
Course give the land a look of being very flat 
 

 
Image (38) From Slide created by Nick Parson data collected from 
http://www.city-data.com/city/West-Sayville-New-York.html 
 
Shows chart of the population of West Sayville. 
                                                                                                                             Site Summary

 
With both the quantitative and qualitative site analysis, the “Smart Park” concept would 

enhance the current site. All features and add-ons of the concept would fit into the site. The 
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community would benefit from the design and the ecosystems may flourish under the proposal. 

The residents (median age 45-50) would have an enriching experience when visiting the site.  

 

Chapter 4                                                                                                                 Case Studies 
Case Study 1  

 

The first case study “IMPORTANCE OF RECREATIONAL ECOSYSTEM SERVICES IN 

HELSINKI, FINLAND BY VESA YLI-PELKONEN, DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL 

SCIENCE, UNIVERSITY OF HELSINKI, HELSINKI, FINLAND” by (Grimm et al., 2008) states 

that “Urbanization usually leads to irreversible land-use”(Grimm et al., 2008) such as rezoning 

“construction of land” for residential and commercial purposes may result in “essential 

ecosystem services” to be unavailable for the human population living in these urban areas to 

enjoy. The case study focuses on “the importance of local recreational ecosystems in urban 

areas”(vesa 2012) for the well being 

of people and ecosystems. The 

results of their findings suggest that 

the residents who visit the focused 

nature area frequently stated they 

were getting “feel-good feelings” 

and “physical exercise” due to 

“walking, and sport-like activities”.  

Their case study began in the 

spring and summer of 2011. They 
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collected data using “semi-structured interviews in 3 diferent zones, as shown in the image to the 

right. 

Image (38) :from Case study “IMPORTANCE OF RECREATIONAL ECOSYSTEM SERVICES 
IN HELSINKI, FINLAND BY VESA YLI-PELKONEN, DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL 
SCIENCE, UNIVERSITY OF HELSINKI, HELSINKI, FINLAND” by (Grimm et al., 2008) 

 
Image (39) from:”IMPORTANCE OF RECREATIONAL ECOSYSTEM SERVICES IN 
HELSINKI, FINLAND BY VESA YLI-PELKONEN, DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL 
SCIENCE, UNIVERSITY OF HELSINKI, HELSINKI, FINLAND”  
 

Image (39) illustrates the number of interviewees and their average age.  Their raw data 

states that the average age of the people who visit the ecological zones were around their 50s. 

 
Image (40) from:”IMPORTANCE OF RECREATIONAL ECOSYSTEM SERVICES IN 
HELSINKI, FINLAND BY VESA YLI-PELKONEN, DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL 
SCIENCE, UNIVERSITY OF HELSINKI, HELSINKI, FINLAND”  
 

The Chart (40) above illustrates the questions asked to the interviewees. The chart states 

that 43% of people interviewed stated they 

go to the sites weekly, the other 43% go 

many times a week and the remaining 14% 

go daily to the site.  

Image (41) from:”IMPORTANCE OF 
RECREATIONAL ECOSYSTEM SERVICES 
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IN HELSINKI, FINLAND BY VESA YLI-PELKONEN, DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL 
SCIENCE, UNIVERSITY OF HELSINKI, HELSINKI, FINLAND”  
 
Image (41) right illustrates what the interviewees do at the park.  

Image (42) shows the reason why the interviewees visited the site. The chart shows 

“Feel-good feeling”, “physical exercise” and “calming / relaxation” were the popular answers 

the interviewees answered. Their study concluded that the “residents of the focused study areas 

in Helsinki perceive the numerous local 

recreational ecosystem services as very 

important.” The results of their study “support the 

findings of, e.g., Lodenius (2004), Lankinen (2005) 

and Neuvonen et al. (2007)” which enforce that 

“local green and water areas are very important to 

residents of Helsinki.” 

Image (42) from:”IMPORTANCE OF RECREATIONAL ECOSYSTEM SERVICES IN 
HELSINKI, FINLAND BY VESA YLI-PELKONEN, DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL 

SCIENCE, UNIVERSITY OF HELSINKI, HELSINKI, FINLAND”  
 

Case Study 1 Summary 

 

This case study reinforces and strengthens the proposal of the design concept by stating 

that recreational green spaces are important for everyone, especially to people over the age of 

50. The study states that people mostly visit the recreational sites for “walking, cycling, jogging, 

cross-country skiing, hiking, dog-walking, picnic, sitting on benches, observing nature, 

swimming, boating/ kayaking, climbing, or orienteering which is a (“group of sports that require 

navigational skills using a map and compass to navigate from point to point in diverse and 

usually unfamiliar terrain”). Having a park with these features would produce “Feel-good 

feelings, Physical exercise, Calming/ relaxation, Get nature experience, Smell forest sounds, 
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Seasons changing, Get fresher air, Creative thinking, Senses awake, Stress relief, Just being, 

not thinking, and seceding for everyday” for the neighboring community that wish to visit. 

                                                                                                                                Case Study 2 

 

“Can Solar Farms Deliver Significant Benefits for Biodiversity?” is the second case 

study produced by (G E Parker and C McQueen a Preliminary Study July-August 2013). The 

study took place in four sites  and were surveyed across the “eastern and southern England in 

July and August of 2013”. The introduction stated that “Since solar farms are continuing to be a 

common feature in our landscapes.” They have many “biodiversity and wildlife opportunities.” 

such as “wildflower pollen and nectar mixes” because they state that wildflower pollen and 

nectar mixes “have been shown to increase the number and diversity of bumblebees, Butterflies, 

grasshoppers, and birds”. They suggest the evidence of the study will “give us an understanding 

of how the solar industry could contribute to the conservation of wildlife”. Meaning that their 

focus of the study is to “To investigate how solar farms can deliver benefits to biodiversity.” and 

“Determine whether measurable increases in key biodiversity indicators could be detected at 

selected solar farms; and, Investigate to what degree land management influenced the patterns 

observed.”. With the data they collected they state that “The study should  help us to better 

understand the relationship between solar farms and biodiversity.” and the results can lead (to a 

number of recommendations for the management of solar farms to benefit  wildlife.).(G E Parker 

& McQueen2013). 
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Image (43) from(Can Solar Farms Deliver Significant Benefits for Biodiversity 

 

Image (44) from(Can Solar Farms Deliver Significant Benefits for Biodiversity 

Image (44) shows the approach on collecting the data for case study 2. The image shows 

the 4 locations with each having a control. The chart shows how each site was treated and what it 

was previously used for.  
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Image (45) from(Can Solar Farms Deliver Significant Benefits for Biodiversity 

Image (45) shows the control and solar farm next to each other, with the solar farm being 

traced in green and the control being traced in yellow. 
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Image (46-54) above from(Can Solar Farms Deliver Significant Benefits for Biodiversity 

Shown above is the data from the article (Can Solar Farms Deliver Significant Benefits 

for Biodiversity) to compare the number of bumblebees and butterflies were found in the control 

and the solar farm. 

This study concluded that “solar farms can provide suitable conditions for grassland 

herbs, bumblebees and butterflies, compared to arable lands.” and that “The type of land 

management will clearly influence the biodiversity gains; as demonstrated here by meadow 

habitat displaying greater value than pasture. But pasture land, even at higher stocking levels, 

can provide moderate benefits in terms of herbs and invertebrates.”. (G E Parker and C 

McQueen) also concluded that “The results of this survey suggest that there is scope for solar 

farms to play a role in biodiversity enhancement or conservation at a local level, and this benefit 

could be maximised through careful planning, establishing and managing habitats within the 

solar farm.”(G E Parker & McQueen) 

Case Study 2 Summary 
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In summary of case study 2, solar panel farms can serve as an ecological benefit for the 

native wildlife. The case study supports the idea of installing solar panels in a park which would 

increase species richness and diversity with 

“careful planning and managing the habitat 

within the solar farm”(G E Parker & 

McQueen). Image 55 shows how the solar 

farm in site one had “species richness and 

abundance” 90% increase compared to the 

controlled plot, supporting the idea of the 

benefits of solar panels installed with plant 

life in a park. 

                  Image(55) from Can Solar Farms Deliver Significant Benefits for Biodiversity 

                                                                                                                                Case Study 3 

 

The third and final case study named “How Does Energy Storage Increase the Efficiency 

of an Electricity Market with Integrated Wind and Solar Power Generation?—A Case Study of 

Korea” by (Jung Youn mo and wooyoung Jeon 2017), states that “In recent years, increasing 

requests to reduce greenhouse gas emissions have led to renewable resources rapidly replacing 

conventional power sources.”by (Jung Youn Mo and WooYoung Jeaon) which states that people 

are looking for alternatives to and sustainable resources of energy to “reduce greenhouse gas 

emissions” meaning the burning of 

unsustainable burning of fossil fuels. .  
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Image (56) from “How Does Energy Storage Increase the Efficiency of an Electricity 

Market with Integrated Wind and Solar Power Generation?—A Case Study of Korea” by (Jung 

Youn mo and wooyoung Jeon 2017) to illustrate the areas where the case study took place. 

Image (56) show that the case study took place in South Korea to measure how much 

energy solar farms and wind farms produced. The case study states that “Nuclear and coal plants 

are the main sources of energy in South Korea, which has not actively adopted renewable 

sources in the power sector.”(Jung Youn Mo and WooYoung Jeaon 2017) However, they state 

that “solar photovoltaic and wind power only contributed 3.1% and 0.7% to generating capacity 

in 2015” meaning that 96.2% of their energy comes from burning fossil fuels and nuclear plants. 

The case study also states that in “2017, increasing concerns regarding the safety of nuclear 

plants and air pollution from coal plants culminated in the new administration deciding to end 

two ongoing nuclear projects and promote the deployment of solar photovoltaic and wind power 

sources.” enforces that the people of South Korea and their representing government wanted 

alternatives to replace their existing power grids. The Study suggests that the people of South 

Korea would strive for clean energy. 

 

Image (57) from “How Does Energy Storage Increase the Efficiency of an Electricity Market 
with Integrated Wind and Solar Power Generation?—A Case Study of Korea” by (Jung Youn mo 
and wooyoung Jeon 2017) to illustrate how much power the solar farms produced 
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Image (58) from “How Does Energy Storage Increase the Efficiency of an Electricity Market 
with Integrated Wind and Solar Power Generation?—A Case Study of Korea” by (Jung Youn mo 
and wooyoung Jeon 2017) to illustrate how much power the wind farms produced 
 

Images 57 and 58 show the variability of (MW) = 1,000 (kw)kilowatts = 1,000,000 watts 

both the solar farm and wind farm produced. The variable numbers are caused from the weather 

meaning windy days and sunny days. 

 
Image (59) from “How Does Energy Storage Increase the Efficiency of an Electricity Market 
with Integrated Wind and Solar Power Generation?—A Case Study of Korea” by (Jung Youn mo 
and wooyoung Jeon 2017) to illustrate the amount of wind and solar energy systems produced 
throughout the day. 
 

As shown above the chart 59, produced by the case study, both systems are hard to 
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predict due to many variables from the elements. The solar farm mimic the power output to the 

rising and setting of the sun. The wind farm showed spikes and dips of energy throughout the 

day due to wind currents. 

Case Study 3 Summary 
 

In summary to the last case study produced by Jung Youn mo and wooyoung Jeon on 

“How Does Energy Storage Increase the Efficiency of an Electricity Market with Integrated 

Wind and Solar Power Generation?—A Case Study of Korea” concludes that using a system 

with multiple sustainable resources would help with the unknown variables of weather. This 

allows the park to still collect energy during cloudy days and windy days or very sunny but with 

little to no wind currents produced throughout the day. 

Itstorical Context 
 

Harvesting energy is a technique that has been used by plants to produce sugars by using 

the rays of sunlight, water, and CO2 and converting it into food and energy for the plant to grow 

for over a billion years. According to an article by the “University of Tennessee, UT Institute of 

Agriculture “the sun releases an estimated 384.6 yottawatts of energy in the form of light and 

other forms of radiation.” To put that into perspective “if all the sunlight energy striking the 

earth's surface in Texas alone was converted into electricity, it would be up to 300 times the total 

power output of all the power plants in the world” Meaning that harvesting sun rays are an 

untapped resource. From storing grains to now storing energy, humankind has always found 

ways to store valuable resources. iststory shows that we are capable to store the sustainable 

energy we collect in the park and use it to our advantage.  

Information gathered from (https://edisontechcenter.org/HistElectPowTrans.html) and the 
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(U.S.D.E) “United States Department of Energy” 
 

1879: Dolgeville Dynamo This power station built at the Dolgeville Mill in Dolgeville, NY 
supplied power for industrial purposes. (Edison Tech Center,2019) 
 
 1881: Niagara Falls, New York -A small dynamo supplied a few stores in Niagara Falls with 
power for lighting. AC power came to this area 14 years later. (Edison Tech Center,2019) 
 
 1882: Appleton Wisconsin, US DC power, 12.5 kW. This was the first Edison hydroelectric 
station. It powered Van Depoele's early electric trolleys later in 1886. (Edison Tech Center,2019) 
 
 1882: Miesbach to Munich, Germany- longest DC transmission to this date: 1400 volts 57 km 
distance built by Marcel Deprez. HVDC 
Transmission length: 57 km (37 miles) (Edison Tech Center,2019) 
 
1882: New York City- Edison Illuminating Company builds New York's first power plant at the 
Pearl Street Station. The DC station lit up to 400 lights and served 85 customers at first. The 
plant grew consistently over the next few years. 
Transmission length: several blocks downtown (Edison Tech Center,2019) 
 
1891: Lauffen-Frankfurt Germany - A MAJOR STEP FORWARD: The first long-distance and 
3-phase alternating current demonstration. This proved that three phase power worked the best 
for a power grid. This project was developed by Oskar von Miller and engineered by the founder 
of 3 phase AC power Mikhail Dolivo-Dobrovolsky. 
Transmission length 175 km (109 miles) (Edison Tech Center,2019) 

 
1895: Niagara Falls AC Power Plants Westinghouse won the contract to build this power plant. 
GE won the contract for power transmission to Buffalo. The opening of the power plants was 
trumpeted in the international press more than any other hydro plant before, or possibly since. 
For this reason it is mistakenly believed to be the first. Nonetheless it was the largest hydro 
power plant till that date. 
Transmission line length: 25 miles (1896) (Edison Tech Center,2019) 
 
1915: Cohoes Power Plant Cohoes, NY 
This plant was a part of the wide scale electric power development going on across the US and 
Europe at the time. The power grid begins to form as clusters of power plants begin to 
interconnect. (Edison Tech Center,2019) 
 
After 1900 the number of power stations explauded. All across the world from Argentina to 
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Singapore AC 3 phase power became established as the best way to supply populations with 
electric power. (Edison Tech Center,2019) 
 
1993: Pacific Gas & Electric completes installation of the first grid-supported 
photovoltaic system in Kerman, California. The 500-kilowatt system was the 
first “distributed power” effort. (U.S. Department Of Energy,2019) 
 
2007: Congress passed, and the President approved, Title XIII of the Energy Independence and 
Security Act of 2007 (EISA). EISA provided the legislative support for DOE’s smart grid 
activities and reinforced its role in leading and coordinating national grid modernization efforts. 
(U.S. Department Of Energy,2019) 
 
 

 

 

 

Capstone Goals 

The mission of the “Smart Park” is to be the standard of what an urban parks should strive for. The goals 

of this design concept is to aim for 5 main capstone goals: 

1. To provide energy for 2 weeks for homes that are in a 10 minute walking distance from a park 

which is equivalent to a 0.5 mile radius. 

a. According to PSEG typically, “it takes no more than 2 weeks to fully restore power to 

every home after a storm hits”. For that reason the “Smart Park” should be able to hold 

enough power for 2 weeks for the homes within the 0.5 mile radious. 

2. To be a sustainable development that meets the needs of the present without compromising the 

ability of future generations to meet their own needs. 

a. Power grids are far from sustainable, and being able to collect sustainable energy should 

reduce the carbon footprint that conventional power grids produce. 

3. To have elements based on current technologies and practices that are effective. 
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a. From wind turbines, solar panels and batteries, the park should harvest these available 

sustainable resources that currently exist. 

4. To withstand superstorm force winds and flooding events 

a. Since tropical storms are becoming more frequent and sea levels rising caused by climate 

change, it is imperative that the park withstands these frequent storms 

5. To be a model of a public good for people and native bio diversities so other communities could 

apply it to their own parks.  

a. Healthy ecosystems should not be compromised in the process of obtaining sustainable 

energies, rather, parks should preserve them for present and future generations to enjoy. 

 

 
Chapter 5                           Programmatic Requirements of (Battery/Solar/Wind) 
                                                                                                                                                 Intro 

 

Image (60) From Google Earth using Ruler Tool 

 

The image above shows the radius of a 10 minute walk to the park. The circle shown 

above has an area of 21,819,788 sq.ft. Using the image above, an estimate number of 1,000 

homes are counted in the circle. With that knowledge and the idea of a park powering homes 
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within a 10 minute walk of a park, the power grid needs to power 1,000 homes for at least 2 

weeks during power outages.  

According to PSEG (https://www.psegliny.com/myaccount/serviceandrates/rateinformat 

ion) 2019 “The average residential customer,”  has “a usage of 762 kWh per month” or 9,144 

kWh in a year. Knowing that the average home produces 762 kWh in a month, divide that by 4 

weeks and multiply by 2 weeks you get a total of 381 kWh of energy a home uses in 2 weeks. In 

total, the park needs to produce (1000 homes x 381 kWh in 2 weeks) =  381,000 kWh in a year 

to supply energy for 2 weeks for its neighboring community in case of a power outage. The park 

needs to store 2 weeks of energy with the help of sustainable resources like solar and wind in 

order to prevent outages caused by hurricanes and tropical storms. 

                                            Programmatic Requirements of (Battery/Solar/Wind) 

Battery 
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Image (61)Highlighted in yellow in the image above shows the chosen area of the park  

The location chosen  has an area of 1,873,957.1 sq.ft.. In total, the park needs to hold 

and harvest  at least 381,000 kWh in a year of power for the neighboring community. According 

to (Tesla 2019), their “Power Pack” (battery) can hold “210 kWh” of power and take up a space 

of 11.6 Sq.Ft. In total the park needs to have 381,000 kWh / 210 kWh = 1,815 batteries which 

would take up about (1,815 batteries) x (11.6 Sq.Ft. space each battery takes) = 21,054 Sq.Ft. 

of the park’s space. The Tesla batteries are customizable and are arranged throughout the park 

are able to blend technology and nature for people and the surrounding ecosystem to benefit 

from.  

 

 
 
                                            Programmatic Requirements of (Battery/Solar/Wind) 

 Solar Panel 

Image(62)From(https://www.solarpowerrocks.com/solar-basics/how-much-electricity-does-a-sol
ar-panel-produce/)How much electricity does a solar panel produce?by (Ben Zientara) 2019 

The article “How much electricity does a solar panel produce” explains that “Using 4 

hours of full sun, gives you this equation: 250 watts x 4 hours. That’s 1 kWh (1,000 watts) in a 

day per 250-watt panel.” Meaning that the equation provided is: 1 day = 1kWh = 250 watts x 4 

hours = 16.68 Sq.Ft. With that information, if 16.68 s.q.ft. gives you 1 kWh per day  then 17.6 

Sq.Ft. will give you 1.06 kWh per day. According to the website “bestplaces.net”, Long Island 

receives about “168 days” of full sun meaning that 
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17.6 Sq.Ft. of solar panels will give you about 178.08 kWh of power a year. With that in mind, 

one can calculate that if 17.6 Sq.Ft. = 178.08 kWh a year making (1 Sq.Ft. = 10.12 kWh a year) 

equivalent to what 1 Sq.Ft of solar panel space can produce in a year. The solar panels installed 

on the parking lots, shade structures and on top of the roofs of buildings take up a total space of 

106,754.13 sq. ft. which should produce about 106,754.13 sq.ft x 10.12 kWh a year = 

1,080,351.8 kWh of power a year. The solar panels alone would power 118 homes alone. 

cccccccccccccccccImage(63)Fromhttps://www.bestplaces.net/climate/city/new_york/long_beach 

                                            Programmatic Requirements of (Battery/Solar/Wind) 
                                                                                                                                  Wind Turbine 

The “wind tree” sculptures that are placed throughout the design concept are “composed 

of 3 steel trunks that stem into tinier branches on which the 36 leaf-shaped wind turbines are 

attached.” (New Word Wind)2019 but instead of being attracted to the steal truck they designed, 

the leaf-shaped wind turbines will be attached to the post that holds the net in the golfing range 

as shown in the bottom image. The company “New World Wind” states that “The Wind Tree can 

exploit all types of wind, from gentle breezes to powerful gusts of wind in both urban and rural 

environments.” meaning that they can withstand the elements and harvest wind energy at the 

same time. They also state that the 36 wind turbines can power “83% of a French household’s 

consumption outside of air-conditioning.”. According to the website 

(https://en.selectra.info/energy-france/guides/tips/bills/average) “The average French household 

consumes about 4,760 kWh electricity per year”. 

meaning that 83% of a French home is 

equivalent to 3,950.8 KWh of electricity per year. 

confirming that 36 of the leaf-shaped wind 

turbines can produce about 3,950.8 kWh of 

electricity per year. The golfing range will include 
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27 steel posts with each containing the 36 leaf-shaped turbines that would produce a total of 

106,671.6 kWh in a year. 

   

                             Image (64) From Google Earth: Displays “Top Golf” in Orlando, Florida 

 

 
                                           Programmatic Requirements of (Battery/Solar/Wind) 
                                                                                                                Conclusion of findings  

With the 1,080,351.8 kWh of solar and 106,671.6 kWh of wind, the park is able to 

produce a total of 1,187,023.4 kWh of energy in a year. With that energy, the park can only 

power a total number of 129 homes with the usage average of 9,144 kWh power each year.  

       1,187,023.4 kWh       -               381,000 kWh              =                806,023.4 kWh                 .  
energy Harvest in 1 year     Energy need to power battery    Left over energy produced in a year 

Shown above is the formula used to calculate how much excess energy the park would 

produce. In total, the park would produce an excess of 806,023.4 kWh in a year. 806,023.4 

divide by 9,144 kWh (average home uses) would power 88 homes throughout the year. If 

however (1 SqFt of solar panels can produce 10.12 kWh of energy in a year), then 88 homes with 

each containing 7 solar panels that take up a space of (123.21 Sq.Ft.) would create a total of 

109,728 kWh of energy equivalent to the power consumption of 12 homes in Long Island.  

Image (65) From Google 
Maps slide K. Linares 2019 
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Image (65)  illustrates the space required for the park to achieve the goal of being a 

sustainable option for a backup power grid of 2 weeks for 1000 homes. With the calculation 

produced, The “smart park” can create enough energy to power 88 homes + 12 more if the 88 

homes installed 7 solar panels that take a total space of 123.21 sq.ft. from a roof. 
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Season Year Course  # Course Professor 

Spring 2020 HOR 474 Design Capstone 

Project 

Prof. Stevie Famulari 

Spring 2020 HOR 370 Landscape 

Professional 

Practice 

Prof. Michael Veracka 

Spring 2020 HOR 204 Herbaceous Plants 

II 

Dr. Garrett Beire 
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Fall 2019 HOR 464 Capstone Prep Prof. Stevie Fammulari 

Fall 2019 HOR 32O Public Garden 

Management 

Prof. Sussan Lacarte 

Spring 2019 HOR 111 Horticulture II Dr. Garrett Beire 

Spring 2019 HOR 220 Landscape Plans II Prof. Michael  Veracka 

Spring 2019 HOR 372 Site Engineering Prof. Rusty Schmidt 

Season Year Course  # Course Professor 

Fall 2018 HOR 110 Horticulture I Dr. Garrett Beire 

Fall 2018 HOR 127 Horticultural 

Seminar 

Dr. Garrett Beire 

Fall 2018 HOR 340 The Sustainable 

Garden 

Prof. Michael Veracka 

Fall 2018 HOR 133 Landscape Plans I Prof. Michael Veracka 

Fall 2018 HOR 218 Indoor Plants Dr. Jonathan Lehrer 

Fall 2018 HOR 366 Stony Brook Design 

Project 

Prof. Stevie Famulari 

Spring 2018 HOR 112 Soils: The 

Foundation of Life 

Prof. Nick Menchyk 

Spring 2018 HOR 212 Woody Plants II Dr. Nelson Sterner 

Spring 2018 HOR 133 Landscape Drafting 

II 

Prof. Stevie Famulari 

Spring 2018 HOR 371 Landscape CAD Prof. Stevie Famulari 

Fall 2017 HOR 131 Landscape Drafting 

I 

Prof. Stevie Famulari 

Fall 2017 HOR 211 Woody PLants I Prof. Nelson Sterner 

Fall 2017 HOR 219 Landscape 

Construction 

Prof. Michael Veracka 
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Mo, J., & Jeon, W. (2017). How does energy storage increase the efficiency of an  

electricity market with integrated wind and solar power generation?—A case  

study of Korea. Sustainability, 9(10), 1797. 

Parker, G. E., & McQueen, C. (2013). Can solar farms deliver significant benefits for  

biodiversity. Preliminary Study July-August. 

Yli-Pelkonen, V. (2013). Importance of recreational ecosystem services in Helsinki,  

Finland. Management of Environmental Quality: An International Journal, 24(3),  
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